Portable WKP Pay-out Machine has a heavy duty structural steel mobile frame design which comes standard with casters and floor locks for ease of maneuverability and stability during operation.

Utilization of a Hydraulic Jack allows reel to be raised and lowered with ease, eliminating the need to “tilt” and ergonomic strain (back-strain) problems.
Standard Features

- Reel capacity from 20” to 54” diameter X 34” wide X 3,000 lbs.
- Manual Hydraulic Lift Jack
- 1 3/8” diameter reel shaft with bushings for 2”, 2 1/2” and 3” arbor holes
- Cam Roller Shaft Bearings
- Wire Roller

Pay-Out Options

- Mechanical Disc Brake
- Meter Swing Arm
- Meters – 2” - 4”
- Electromagnetic Brake
- ElectroLift

Basic Operating Instructions:

1. The operator inserts shaft/axle into pay-out reel
2. Install and set arbor bushings
3. Roll reel into fork tips
4. Manually pump the hydraulic jack
5. Begin pulling material from pay-out reel